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Profusely illustrated, Physiology and Pharmacology of the Heart contains lucid descriptions of
the following topics: anatomy of the heart; foetal circulation; congenital malformations;
mechanical events in the normal heart; electrical excitations of the heart; mechanical properties
of cardiac muscle and its control; measurement of cardiac output; coronary circulation;
ischaemic heart disease and its therapy; and cardiac failure and its therapy.

"If you are a Medical or Science undergraduate, a young Cardiology Registrar starting a Calman
training post, or a research student starting a PhD or MD in Cardiovascular Physiology - Look no
further than this excellent book!"Black Bag, Medical Student's Society of Bristol University,
March 1998 issue"I cannot praise this book highly enough. It is written in excellent concise style,
and with great and admirable clarity. The pictures and diagrams are superb.....The authors
should be greatly congratulated on producing the best textbook of cardiac Physiology that I have
so far encountered."Dr Allan Levi, Department of Physiology, Bristol"suitable for students of the
new curriculum. Consider this as an addition to your bookshelf."Surgo, Glasgow University
Medical JournalFrom the Inside FlapPhysiology and Pharmacology of the heart is an ideal
introduction for students and practitioners of medicine and science who have difficulty: *
understanding cardiac electrophysiology and pharmacology * relating these to cardiac
mechanics and therapy Thsi difficult subject often leaves experts baffled, so the aim of this book
is to introduce these topics in a clear, concise and medically relevant way. Physiology and
Pharmacology of the heart integrates the basic sciences with clinical medicine. The book is
heavily illustrated to clarify the concepts, and contains a glossary of terms and a brief listing of
the important drugs.From the Back CoverPhysiology and Pharmacology of the heart is an ideal
introduction for students and practitioners of medicine and science who have difficulty: *
understanding cardiac electrophysiology and pharmacology * relating these to cardiac
mechanics and therapy Thsi difficult subject often leaves experts baffled, so the aim of this book
is to introduce these topics in a clear, concise and medically relevant way. Physiology and
Pharmacology of the heart integrates the basic sciences with clinical medicine. The book is
heavily illustrated to clarify the concepts, and contains a glossary of terms and a brief listing of
the important drugs.About the AuthorHilary Brown and Roland Kozlowski are the authors of
Physiology and Pharmacology of the Heart, published by Wiley.Read more
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Maneki Neko, “This is an amazingly useful book for medical students. It provides a clear and
concise explanation of cardiac electrophysiology, with clinical correlations of arrhythmias and
the drugs used to treat them. It also has sections on ischemic heart disease, congestive heart
failure and a number of related subjects. I always had problems with electrophysiology
especially, and was completely bewildered by arrhythmias until I found this book. The only down
side is that it may or may not be detailed enough in the nitpicky things that certain professors like
to test on, but used in conjunction with class notes, it's a gem. It is a very well-written
introduction to and overview of heart function and dysfunction.”

VG7, “Great!. An excellent book with very clear explanations.”

Alena  Paldanova, “Five Stars. Great book”

Mrs. M. Morgan, “Four Stars. Ideal for novice and good refresher of knowledge”

The book by Terry Lake DVM has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 4 people have provided feedback.
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